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WILD WEST ADVENTURES – Boxed Set: 9
Western Classics in One Volume (Illustrated)

2017-05-01

this carefully crafted ebook the wild west adventures boxed set 9
western classics in one volume illustrated is formatted for your ereader
with a functional and detailed table of contents the girl at the
halfway house the law of the land heart s desire the way of a man 54
40 or fight the man next door the magnificent adventure the sagebrusher
the covered wagon emerson hough 1857 1923 was an american author
best known for writing western stories adventure tales and historical
novels his best known works include western novels the mississippi bubble
and the covered wagon the young alaskans series of adventure novels
and historical works the way to the west and the story of the cowboy

Miners

1990

the discovery of gold in califonia launched the nation s first gold rush
it began january 23 1848 james marshall who was building a sawmill
for john sutter on the american river in the sierra nevada foothills
turned water from the millpond into the tailrace a glimmer in the clear
water caught his eye and he picked up a yellow rock about the size of a
dime and weighing one quarter ounce he saw more and picked those up too
john sutter wrote in his diary that marshall soaked to the skin and
dripping water came bursting into his office informing me he had something
of utmost importance to tell me in private word leaked out and the
following year 80 000 miners rushed to califonia hoping to claim a
share of the big strike they scratched and clawed gold from the hills and
stream beds of califomia and when the easy pickings were gone they moved
onto the eastem slopes of the sierra nevada and into the rocky
mountains other disgruntled miners moved to the northwest and finally
the lust for gold drove prospectors to the alaskan frontier the typical
miner was a bearded young man dressed in a slouch hat red long johns
trousers tucked into hlgh topped boots he packed a shovel pick and gold
pan when his dream of easy riches eventually died he often stayed in the
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west and became a farmer stockman tradesman or professional if mar ried
he sent for his family if single he married a daughter of pioneers and
started a new family the lasting effect of the gold rush was not so
much in the individual accumulation of wealth but in the simple fact that
thousands of miners stayed rather than returning home and they helped
win the west

Legends of the Wild West

2020-12-01

for several hundred years the west had been the land of dreams an
extraordinary region of hope expansion and opportunity where european
countries and then the young usa itself sent their finest explorers to
plant seeds in a seemingly untapped open landscape this spirit captured
the popular imagination in the wild west those raucous 30 years
between the end of the civil war and the beginning of a new century within
these pages readers will explore true tales of rebels and heroes such as
general george custer buffalo bill billy the kid jesse james annie oakley
and sitting bull among others the wild west was the american dream on
steroids it was an age of gunfights and gold rushes cowboys and
comanches with the likes of buffalo bill jesse james and billy the kid
making their names it forged extraordinary legends and even bigger lies
with everything fueled by dime novels written back east that encouraged
folks to grab their share of a promise that was difficult for this hard
land to keep this book looks at all these mythical characters the start
of the railroad across the nation the cost it all dealt to the native
americans whose land was lost and the way hollywood still keeps the
dream alive as historian richard white says people could go west and no
matter their failures elsewhere they had an opportunity to remake
themselves it s a symbol for a kind of individualism that actually doesn
t exist in the west but mythically it does

Art and Advertising in Buffalo Bill's Wild West

2019-10-24

william f buffalo bill cody star of the american west began his journey
to fame at age twenty three when he met writer ned buntline the pulp
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novels buntline later penned were loosely based on cody s scouting and
bison hunting adventures and sparked a national sensation other writers
picked up the living legend of buffalo bill for their own pulp novels and in
1872 buntline produced a theatrical show starring cody himself in
1883 cody opened his own show buffalo bill s wild west which
ultimately became the foundation for the world s image of the american
frontier after the civil war new transcontinental railroads aided rapid
westward expansion fostering americans long held fascination with their
western frontier the railroads enabled traveling shows to move farther
and faster and improved printing technologies allowed those shows to
print in large sizes and quantities lively color posters and
advertisements cody s show team partnered with printers lithographers
photographers and iconic western american artists such as frederic
remington and charles schreyvogel to create posters and advertisements
for buffalo bill s wild west circuses and other shows used similar
techniques but cody s team perfected them creating unique posters that
branded buffalo bill s wild west as the true wild west experience they
helped attract patrons from across the nation and ultimately from
around the world at every stop the traveling show made in art and
advertising in buffalo bill s wild west michelle delaney showcases these
numerous posters in full color many of which have never before been
reproduced pairing them with new research into previously inaccessible
manuscript and photograph collections her study also includes cody s
correspondence with his staff revealing the showman s friendships with
notable american and european artists and his show s complex modern
publicity model beautifully designed art and advertising in buffalo bill s
wild west presents a new perspective on the art innovation and
advertising acumen that created the international frontier experience of
buffalo bill s wild west

Vigilantes

2016-03-01

racconto lungo 33 pagine western fuorilegge contrabbandieri e sporchi
politicanti coinvolti nel traffico d armi interrogare l affarista talbot
sul traffico d armi con i seminoles richiede un azione di forza ma nessuno
sospetta che nell ombra tramano uomini potenti nel frattempo nel
carcere di yuma norton ha trovato un altro killer disposto a dare la
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caccia a wild bill stefano di marino � uno dei pi� prolifici e amati
narratori italiani viaggiatore fotografo cultore di arti marziali da anni
si dedica alla narrativa popolare scrivendo romanzi e racconti di spy
story gialli avventurosi e horror ha scritto saggi sul cinema popolare e
curato numerose collane di dvd e vhs dedicate alla fiction di
intrattenimento per delos digital cura e scrive la collana dream force �
autore della prima stagione di wild west

Buffalo Bill's Wild West Warriors

2010-09-14

a visual pleasure and a unique insight into american history for the first
time ever here is renowned photographer gertrude k�sebier s haunting
collection of photographs of native american performers from buffalo
bill s wild west show at the turn of the century one hundred years later
k�sebier s portraits remain significant visual records into the lives of
these sioux performers and their nation her striking photographs capture
the strength and character of each individual documenting the
complexity of true warriors playing a staged version of themselves in
1898 k�sebier wrote to william f cody requesting to photograph indians
performing in his wild west show at madison square garden her
photographs proved poignant her studio had no elaborate backdrops and
she removed indian regalia to depict her subjects as raw individuals with
strong personalities and experiences that blurred the distinction between
traditional life and contemporary times k�sebier developed long
relationships with several of the indians corresponding with a few for
many years examples of these letters appear in the volume as well as
drawings done by indians waiting in her studio photographs of dakota
sioux on their reservation little known historical background and wild
west show memorabilia including rare pages from buffalo bill s original
route book k�sebier s photographs are preserved at the national museum
of american history s photographic history collection at the
smithsonian institution

Time Machine 9: Wild West Rider

2013-09-10
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it is the year 1862 you have traveled back in time to the wild west you
are on the first transcontinental railroad when a gang of outlaws
shoot their way in to rob the train the leader of the gang mistakes you
for a famous bandit and asks you to join them you can accept his offer
and ride with outlaws or stay on the train your decision can lead you
to safety or leave you stranded in time are you ready to face the danger
the time machine series challenges young readers to use their imagination
and decision making skills to write their own story options in the text
allow readers to choose any path they like within the plot readers must
draw on background information about the period to make the right
choices this makes the series a great educational device for youngsters
to learn about history and all the different cultures events and periods
that shaped it

Frederic Remington

2016-05-31

one of america s most popular and influential american artists frederic
remington 1861 1909 is renowned for his depictions of the old west
through paintings drawings and sculptures he immortalized a dynamic
world of cowboys and american indians hunters and horses landscapes
and wildlife frederic remington a catalogue raisonn� ii is a comprehensive
presentation of the artist s body of flat work both in print and on this
book s companion website beautifully illustrated with more than 150
figures and 100 color plates this book offers insightful essays by
notable art historians who explore remington s experiences in taos new
mexico and other parts of the west the chapters include analyses of
remington s artistic development from an illustrator to a fine art
painter his search for and understanding of men with the bark on his
relationship with the famed illustrator howard pyle and the shared
imagery of remington and buffalo bill cody a chapter considering
remington s enduring bond with the horse and its representation in his
paintings follows an examination of remington s ties to theodore
roosevelt that reveals how the two men helped move the american
conscience toward wildlife preservation an assessment of the
authentication process for evaluating remington s works opens the
collection remington is perhaps the most frequently faked american
artist the book features a unique keycode granting access to a
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companion website that brings together more than 3 000 reproductions
of the artist s flat works including the complete original 1996 edition
of the catalogue raisonn� and nearly 300 previously unknown or
relocated pieces each entry includes the title date medium size inscriptions
provenance and exhibition and publication history of the work as well as
select commentary the online catalogue is fully searchable and will be
continuously updated as new information becomes available based on
decades of scholarship and research the revised remington catalogue
raisonn� is an essential resource for scholars collectors museum
curators historians of the american west and anyone seeking definitive
information on the art of frederic remington frederic remington a
catalogue raisonn� ii is published in cooperation with the buffalo bill
center of the west cody wyoming

American Indians at the Margins

2022-05-16

since the earliest days of america racist imagery has been used to create
harmful stereotypes of the indigenous people in this book the conflict
between invading european white settlers and the indigenous groups who
occupied the land that became the united states is described through the
context of race and racism using depictions from art literature radio
cinema and television the origin and persistence of such stereotypes are
explained and their debilitating effects on the well being of indians are
presented this text also explores their accomplishments in attempts to
maintain their sovereignty dignity and respect

Bad Guys and Gals of the Wild West 6-Pack

2012-09-01

robbery gunfights murder outlaws ran rampant all across the wild
west readers will be introduced to some of the most famous robbers and
outlaws of the wild west in this enthralling nonfiction title with vivid
images informational text and incredible facts and stories about such
well known figures as billy the kid butch cassidy and jesse james readers
will be engaged from cover to cover this 6 pack includes six copies of
this title and a lesson plan
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Ben Walsh History: Pearson Edexcel GCSE
(9–1): Superpower relations and the Cold War,
The American West and Weimar and Nazi Germany

2021-06-07

exam board pearson edexcel level gcse 9 1 subject history first teaching
september 2016 first exams summer 2018 endorsed for pearson edexcel
qualifications discover a fresh approach to pearson edexcel gcse
history developed by bestselling author ben walsh while working with
hundreds of students and teachers across england unlike other
textbooks which were written before the 9 1 gcses had been taught this
book is rooted in real classroom experience so it tackles the big
challenges head on you can rely on ben walsh history to do the hard
work for you the large amount of content has been turned into a
manageable and logically structured gcse course which teachers and
students can easily follow in the time available use good history
practice as the vehicle for exam success this book doesn t just teach to
the test it progressively builds students skills and conceptual
understanding turning them into accomplished historians who will
approach their exams with confidence hook students in and make history
memorable ben s trademark mix of rich narrative and interesting sources
will engage students of all abilities and provide suitable challenge to
move them up the grades focus on what really matters all of the
features in the book are designed to help students to consolidate their
knowledge and remember the key content from focus tasks and regular
retrieval practice questions to end of chapter revision tasks give
straightforward exam advice what does it mean jargon buster and myth
buster boxes explain the exam requirements and question types top tips
success criteria annotated model answers and simplified thumbs up mark
schemes ensure that students understand how to answer questions
effectively this book covers the following units period study modern
depth study this book is fully aligned with issue 3 of the specification
april 2021 including the amendments to the american west period study
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Uksak Western Gro�band 9/2019 - 3
Wildwest-Romane

2019-12-06

das ebook enth�lt folgende drei western der verfemte h�rter als stahl
walker der verfemte es ging auf abend zu glutrot versank die sonne hinter
den tularosa mountains im westen noch immer hing ihr sengender strahl
�ber dem endlos anmutenden land r�tliches licht floss �ber die
sanftwelligen h�gel zwischen horse springs und den bergen deren gipfel und
zinnen sich schwarz wie ein scherenschnitt gegen den purpurnen hintergrund
abzeichneten vereinzelte b�ume und strauchgruppen warfen lange schatten
in das sp�rliche halbverdorrte gras am tresen dr�ngten sich cowboys und
b�rger man redete gestikulierte trank lachte die stimmung war
ausgelassen es war feierabend die arbeit auf der kleinen ranch ruhte nach
knochenbrechender sattelarbeit stand brad lintock der sinn nach einigen
gl�sern bier in horse springs au�erdem hatte er mona versprochen in die
stadt zu kommen mona beim gedanken an sie l�chelte der junge smallrancher
versonnen brad lintock ritt im schritt auf den saloon zu er sah die reihe
der abgetriebenen pferde im lichtschein der in eckigen k�sten aus der t�r und
den beiden frontfenstern fiel und musste nicht erst nach dem brandzeichen
der tiere schauen um zu wissen dass sich die crew der bj ranch im saloon ein
stelldichein gab

The Creation of the Cowboy Hero

2014-12-02

as business interests have commercialized the american west and
publishers and studios have created compelling imagery the expectations
of readers and moviegoers have influenced perceptions of the cowboy as
a hero this book describes the evolution of the cowboy hero as a mythic
persona created by dime novels television and hollywood much of our
concept of the cowboy comes to us from movies and the book s main
focus is his changing image in cinema the development of the hero image and
the fictional west is traced from early novels and films to the present
along with shifting audience expectations and economic pressures
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Gambling with the Myth of the American Dream

2015-03-02

this book explores the rise and increased acceptance of gambling in
america particularly the growth of the game of poker as a means for
examining changes to the american dream and the risk society poker both
critiques and reinterprets the myth of the american dream putting greater
emphasis on the importance of luck and risk management while
deemphasizing the importance of honesty and hard work duncan discusses
the history of gambling in america changes to the rhetoric surrounding
gambling the depiction of poker in the wild west as portrayed in film its
recent rise in popularity on television its current place in post modern
america on the internet and future implications

Blacks in the American West and Beyond--
America, Canada, and Mexico

2000-05-30

almost a century before their arrival in the english new world blacks
appeared alongside the spanish in what is now the american west through
their families communities and institutions these western blacks left
behind a long history which is just now beginning to receive systematic
scholarly treatment comprehensively indexing a variety of research
materials on blacks in the north american west junne offers an invaluable
navigational tool for students of american and african american history
entries are organized both geographically and topically and cover a
broad range of subjects including cross cultural interaction health art
and law contains a complete compilation of african american newspapers

New Treasury of English

1988

core skills in english textbook 1 is part of a series of 3 structured
textbooks and an assessment activities and answer cd rom each book
provides a structured and balanced method for reinforcing basic grammar
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and comprehension and ensures that these all important skills are not
neglected core skills in english textbook 1 covers spelling grammar
punctuation comprehension and creative writing

Core Skills in English

1988

james mallery explores the implications of such social constructs as
gender race and class for the development of san francisco from the gold
rush through world war i

City of Vice

2024

william f buffalo bill cody was the most famous american of his age he
claimed to have worked for the pony express when only a boy and to
have scouted for general george custer but what was his real story
and how did a frontiersman become a worldwide celebrity in this prize
winning biography acclaimed author louis s warren explains not only
how cody exaggerated his real experience as an army scout and buffalo
hunter but also how that experience inspired him to create the gigantic
traveling spectacle known as buffalo bill s wild west show a dazzling
mix of indians cowboys and vaqueros they performed on two continents
for three decades offering a surprisingly modern view of the united states
and a remarkably democratic version of its history this definitive
biography reveals the genius of america s greatest showman and the
startling history of the american west that drove him and his performers
to the world stage

Buffalo Bill's America

2007-12-18

billy the kid wild bill hickok belle starr wyatt earp the younger gang the
dalton doolin gang and bat masterson these real life lawmen and
lawbreakers have been the basis of so many hollywood westerns that it
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has become difficult to discover where the truth ends and the legend
begins all actually became larger than life characters during their
lifetimes as contemporary newspapers and books embellished their deeds
for their own purposes but it was in hollywood that the line between
reality and myth was completely blurred each chapter length entry here
first focuses on the known facts of the people s lives and how each
became truly legendary during their lifetimes the reality is then compared
to how they have been portrayed in the movies

Western Gunslingers in Fact and on Film

1998-01-01

william thiele is remembered today as the father of the sound film
operetta with seminal classics such as drei von der tankstelle 1930
while often considered among the most accomplished directors of late
weimar cinema as an austrian jew he was vilified during the onset of the
nazi regime in 1933 and fled to the united states where he continued
making films until the end of his career in 1960 enchanted by cinema
closely examines the european musical film pioneer s work and his cross
cultural perspective across forty years of filmography in berlin and
hollywood to account for his popularity while discussing issues of
ethnicity exile comedy music gender and race

Enchanted by Cinema

2024-05-03

a biography of america s greatest female sharpshooter delves beneath her
popular image to reveal a conservative but competitive woman who
wanted to succeed

National Fish Strain Registry-Trout

2001

this book recounts the life of annie oakley sharpshooter and entertainer
who demonstrated that a woman could participate in athletic
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endeavors and still be a lady

The Life and Legacy of Annie Oakley

2018-08-14

the wild west a term that conjures up pictures of wagon trains
unspoiled prairies indians rough n ready cowboys roundups and buffalo
herds where did this collection of images come from paul reddin exposes
the mythology of the american frontier as a carefully crafted product
of the wild west show focusing on such pivotal figures as george catlin
buffalo bill cody and tom mix reddin traces the rise and fall of a popular
entertainment shaped out of the raw material of america buffalo bill and
other entertainers capitalized on public fascination with the danger
heroism and courage associated with the frontier by continually
modifying their presentation of the west to suit their audiences thus the
wild west show contrary to its own claims of accuracy and
authenticity was highly selective in its representations of the west as
well as widely influential in shaping the public image of life on the great
plains a uniquely american entertainment colorful energetic unabashed
and as reddin demonstrates self made the wild west show exerted an
appeal that was all but irresistible to a public hovering uncertainly
between industrial progress and nostalgia for a romanticized past

Annie Oakley

2006-12

from the most prolific author to write on all things western larry
mccurtry follows the rise of international celebrity buffalo bill cody
tracker part time indian scout and showman and his most famous and
celebrated star annie oakley the gifted woman sharpshooter and how
they became the first of america s great superstars from the early
1800s to the end of his life in 1917 buffalo bill cody was as famous as
anyone could be annie oakley was his most celebrated prot�g�e the slip
of a girl from ohio who could and did outshoot anybody to become the
most celebrated star of buffalo bill s wild west show in this sweeping
dual biography larry mcmurtry explores the lives the legends and above
all the truth about two larger than life american figures with his wild
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west show buffalo bill helped invent the image of the west that still
exists today cowboys and indians rodeo rough rides sheriffs and
outlaws trick shooting stetsons and buckskin the short slight annie
oakley born phoebe ann moses spent sixteen years with buffalo bill s wild
west where she entertained queen victoria emperor franz joseph of
austria and kaiser wilhelm ii among others beloved by all who knew her
including hunkpapa leader sitting bull oakley became a legend in her own
right and after her death achieved a new lease of fame in irving berlin s
musical annie get your gun to each other they were always missie and
colonel to the rest of the world they were cultural icons setting the
path for all that followed larry mcmurtry a writer who understands
the west better than any other recreates their astonishing careers and
curious friendship in a fascinating history that reads like the very best
of his fiction

Film Year Book

1938

a biography of america s greatest female sharpshooter delves beneath her
popular image to reveal a conservative but competitive and resolute
woman who wanted to succeed

Wild West Shows

1999

eiffel s tower for young people is a vivid lively pageant of people and
cultures meeting and competing on the world stage at the dawn of the
modern era the 1889 world s fair was a worldwide event showcasing
the cutting edge cultural and technological accomplishments of the
world s most powerful nations on the verge of a new century france
with its long history of sophistication and cultivation and a new
republican government presented the eiffel tower the world s tallest
structure crafted from eighteen thousand pieces of wrought iron and 2 5
million rivets as a symbol of national pride and engineering superiority
the united states with its brash can do spirit full of pride in its frontier
and its ingenuity presented the rollicking wild west show of buffalo bill
cody and annie oakley and the marvelous new phonograph of thomas
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edison with historical photos throughout outsized personalities
squabbling artists and a sprinkling of royalty this dramatic history
opens a window to a piece of the past that in its passions and politics is
an unforgettable portrait of a unique moment in history

The Colonel and Little Missie

2010-06-01

spaghetti westerns mostly produced in italy or by italians but made
throughout europe were bleaker rougher grittier imitations of
hollywood westerns focusing on heroes only slightly less evil than the
villains after a main filmography covering 558 spaghetti westerns
another section provides filmographies of personnel actors and
actresses directors musical composers scriptwriters cinematographers
appendices provide lists of the popular django films and the sartana films
a listing of u s made spaghetti western lookalikes top ten and twenty
lists and a list of the genre s worst

The Wonderlands of the Wild West

1891

cowboy politics uses key works of literature film and television to
explore how westerns address political challenges of western
civilization this book tracks how westerns supplement liberal politics
with republican populist perfectionist and environmentalist politics

Annie Oakley

1992

in 1893 georgian horsemen from the caucasus immigrated to the united
states where for more than 30 years they performed in circuses and wild
west shows under the billing of russian cossacks the connection between
buffalo bill cody and the georgian trick riders represents one of the
earliest relationships between georgia and the united states western
historian dee brown wrote trick riding came to rodeo by way of a troupe
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of cossack daredevils imported by the 101 ranch intrigued by the
cossacks stunts on their galloping horses western cowboys soon
introduced variations to american rodeo this is the story of the men who
came in search of financial support for their families in georgia and
without knowing it influenced an essential fixture of american culture

Eiffel's Tower for Young People

2019-05-28

hit the open road with help from expert travelers keep rv vacations for
dummies by your side as you navigate the highways of the united states
and canada but don t read and drive this dummies guide will clue you into
the most rv ready roads camp sites and attractions to make planning
your journey a bit easier choose from journeys through new england the
american heartland the rocky mountains alaska via canada or any of the
dozen other adventures detailed in this book get to know the can t miss
tourist attractions and the best places to park while you enjoy time off
the road this updated edition features all new maps of the rv friendliest
routes out there plus the latest on post pandemic destinations ready
set rv learn the art of planning an rv vacation that won t wear you
out hook up your rv at campsites and explore local attractions find a
list of popular rv routes and cool places to visit be prepared for
mechanical issues and other hiccups in your travel plans this dummies
guide is a must for rv owners and rv renters in need of guidance on well
planned travel routes campground destinations and attractions

Spaghetti Westerns--the Good, the Bad and the
Violent

2014-03-11

first conceived in 1966 but only completed in 2004 brian wilson
presents smile has been called the best known unreleased album in pop
music history and an american sergeant pepper reading smile offers a close
analysis of the recording in its social cultural and historical contexts
it focuses in particular on the finished work s subject matter as embodied
in van dyke parks contentious yet little understood lyrics with their
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low resolution highly allusive portrayals of western expansion s
archetypes from plymouth rock massachusetts to diamond head hawaii
documenting their multiple references and connotations it argues that
their invocations of national self definition are part of a carefully
crafted vision of american identity society and culture both in tune and
at odds with the times critical of the republic s past practices but
convinced that its ideals values and myths still provided resources to
redeem it the recording is interpreted as a creative musical milestone an
enduring product of its volatile radical countercultural times and an
american pop art classic of particular relevance to american studies and
popular culture scholars reading smile will also appeal to those
interested in 1960s popular music not least to fans of brian wilson van
dyke parks and the beach boys

Cowboy Politics

2017-11-01

sifting factual information from among the lies legends and tall tales
the lives and battles of gunfighters on both sides of the law are
presented in a who s who of the violent west

Georgian Trick Riders in American Wild West
Shows, 1890s-1920s

2015-03-16

a central character in legends and histories of the old west billy the kid
rivals such western icons as jesse james and general george armstrong
custer for the number of books and movies his brief violent life inspired
billy the kid a reader s guide introduces readers to the most significant of
these written and filmed works compiled and written by a respected
historian of the old west and author of a masterful new biography of
billy the kid this reader s guide includes summaries and evaluations of
biographies histories novels and movies as well as archival sources and
research collections surveying newspaper articles books pamphlets
essays and book chapters richard w etulain traces the shifting views of
billy the kid from his own era to the present etulain s discussion of
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novels and movies reveals a similar shift even as it points out both the
historical inaccuracies and the literary and cinematic achievements of
these works a brief section on the authentic and supposed photographs
of the kid demonstrates the difficulties specialists and collectors have
encountered in locating dependable photographic sources this discerning
overview will guide readers through the plethora of words and images
generated by billy the kid s life and legend over more than a century it
will prove invaluable to those interested in the demigods of the old west
and in the ever changing cultural landscape in which they appear to us

Galloping Gourmet

2005

presents an account of frontier life for women in the american west
through brief biographies of six famous individuals including calamity
jane molly brown belle starr pearl hart laura ingalls wilder and annie
oakley

RV Vacations For Dummies

2023-08-01

tells the story of the wild west featuring illustrations and
descriptions of the same location as it may have appeared at different
intervals of time from 600 a d to the early twenty first century

Reading Smile

2021-05-31

Encyclopedia of Western Gunfighters

1979
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Billy the Kid

2020-07-16

Women of the Wild West

2000-01-01

The Wild West Through Time

2009-01-15
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